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Concurrent Technologies Corporation Receives Two Awards from
Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve
Johnstown, PA, December 3, 2009 – Concurrent
Technologies Corporation (CTC) was recently
presented with two awards from the Employer
Support of the Guard and Reserve (ESGR): the
Liberty Bell Award and the Patriot Award. The
ESGR is a Department of Defense (DoD)
organization which focuses on promoting
cooperation and understanding between National
Guard and Reserve members and their civilian
employers.
“CTC is proud to be recognized as an organization
supportive of the National Guard and Reserve,” said
Edward J. Sheehan, Jr., CTC’s President & Chief
Executive Officer. “We take great pride in knowing
that a number of our employees have served or are
currently serving our country. As a company, we will
continue to uphold our pledge to the ESGR to go
above and beyond in our support of our military
employees.”

CTC receives the ESGR Patriot Award.
Left to right: CTC’s Gino Spinos, CTC’s Cristina Tomlinson,
ESGR Committee Member William Rozier,
CTC President & CEO Edward J. Sheehan, Jr., and
ESGR Central Program Support Specialist Greg Simmons.

On September 24, 2009, CTC received the Liberty
Bell Award during a ceremony at the Army War College in Carlisle, PA. CTC received this award for its outstanding
service and continuing, exceptional support of its military employees. The Liberty Bell Award recognizes what
supportive employers do: demonstrate support for service in the National Guard and Reserve; publicly acknowledge
the contribution of Guard and Reserve employees to our Nation’s defense; support Guard and Reserve employees
beyond the law’s requirements; and support employees’ families during mobilizations.
On November 6, 2009, Gregory Simmons, Central Program Support Specialist of the ESGR, presented the Patriot
Award to CTC employees Cristina Tomlinson and Gino Spinos. The Patriot Award, based on an employee
nomination, recognizes employers who support a strong National Guard and Reserve force. CTC’s Capt. Seth
Foulkes, USAF, is currently serving in Iraq and nominated CTC employees Cristina Tomlinson and Gino Spinos for the
award. Capt. Foulkes wrote: “CTC’s personnel policies and leadership, along with support from both Cristina
Tomlinson and Gino Spinos, were the basis for my nomination. From my initial notification of mobilization in support of
Operation Iraqi Freedom to my current situation, CTC has displayed consistent reliability by being there for me.”
CTC recognizes the heroic efforts of those employees who are serving America–many in harm’s way. The company
has more than 30 employees on active or Reserve military duty and takes extra steps to support those employees and
their families whenever possible. For example, in December 2008, CTC offered the use of its videoconferencing
services to families of CTC employees stationed overseas. The program will be offered again in 2009 so that military
members and their families can see and talk to each other during the holiday season.
Concurrent Technologies Corporation (CTC) is an independent, nonprofit, applied scientific research and development
professional services organization providing innovative management and technology-based solutions to government
and industry. As a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization, CTC's primary purpose and programs are to undertake applied
scientific research and development activities that serve the public interest. For more information, visit www.ctc.com.

